
Gold has been known and used by humans for thousands of years dating back to ancient civilizations

such as the Egyptians, Greeks, and Romans.. These ancient cultures used gold for jewelry, currency, and

in religious ceremonies. Gold has also played a significant role in the economy and politics throughout

history. The California Gold Rush of 1848-1855, for example, led to a significant increase in the U.S.'s gold

supply and had a major impact on the American economy and population. Similarly, gold played a

significant role in the colonial expansion of European powers, with the Spanish Empire in particular

acquiring large amounts of gold through conquest and trade.

Gold is a chemical element with the symbol Au (from Latin: aurum) and atomic number 79. It is a

dense, soft, malleable, and ductile metal and a good conductor of electricity.  It is a precious metal

and has been used as a form of currency and store of value for thousands of years. Gold is

considered attractive due to it’s bright yellow color and luster  and is neither oxidized nor eroded,

which is why it is used for jewelry and other decorative items. . 
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WHAT IS GOLD?

WHAT IS THE HISTORY OF GOLD?



GOLD
In more recent history, gold has been used as a form of currency and store of value. The gold standard,

was widely used in the 19th and early 20th centuries as a monetary system in which a country's currency

is backed by gold,(abandoned during the 20th century).

Currently, gold is a popular investment and hedge against inflation and economic uncertainty. It is also

used in the technology industry and in medicine.

WHY IS GOLD AN IMPORTANT COMMODITY?
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DID YOU KNOW?

In its pure form, gold is the only metal that is yellow or “golden.” Other metals may develop a yellowish

color, but only after they have oxidized or reacted with other chemicals. 
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WHAT EVERYDAY PRODUCTS CONTAIN GOLD?

Jewelry: Gold is a popular choice for makingJewelry: Gold is a popular choice for making
jewelry due to its attractive color andjewelry due to its attractive color and
durability.durability.
Electronics: Gold is used in a variety ofElectronics: Gold is used in a variety of
electronic devices, such as smartphones,electronic devices, such as smartphones,
laptops, and televisions, due to its excellentlaptops, and televisions, due to its excellent
electrical conductivity.electrical conductivity.
MMedicine: Gold is used in medicine for itsedicine: Gold is used in medicine for its
anti-inflammatory properties and is used inanti-inflammatory properties and is used in
the treatment of conditions such asthe treatment of conditions such as
rheumatoid arthritis.rheumatoid arthritis.
Dentistry: Gold is used in dental fillings,Dentistry: Gold is used in dental fillings,
crowns, and bridges due to its durability andcrowns, and bridges due to its durability and
biocompatibility.biocompatibility.
Glass manufacturing: Gold is used to makeGlass manufacturing: Gold is used to make
colored glass and specialty glass for use incolored glass and specialty glass for use in
mirrors, telescopes, and other applications.mirrors, telescopes, and other applications.
AerospAerospace industry: Gold is used in theace industry: Gold is used in the
aerospace industry as a reflective coatingaerospace industry as a reflective coating
for satellites and spacecraft because of itsfor satellites and spacecraft because of its
ability to reflect infrared radiation.ability to reflect infrared radiation.
Coins: Gold is used to make coins andCoins: Gold is used to make coins and
medals.medals.
Decorative arts: Gold is used to makeDecorative arts: Gold is used to make
decorative items such as picture frames,decorative items such as picture frames,
vases, and statues.vases, and statues.

Gold is used in a variety of everyday productsGold is used in a variety of everyday products
and industries, some examples include:and industries, some examples include:
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DID YOU KNOW?
In its elemental form, gold is significantly rarer than diamonds. A one-troy-ounce Gold nugget, 31.1 grams, is

rarer to find than a five-carat mined diamond. After all, carbon is one of the most abundant elements on

Earth—contrary to what you might have been told—and a diamond is composed almost entirely of

carbon. The average concentration of gold in Earth’s crust is ‘very, very low,’ at 4 parts per billion.


